DER SOFTWARE FOR LEARNING GUIDE
Software

Learning
Applications

How you
could use
in the
classroom

Blooms

Good for

Good for

Good for

Remember
Understand
Apply
Analyse
Evaluate
Create

investigating

collaborating
(easily
shared,
suitable for
group work)

presenting

Description
& use
Microsoft
One Note

Organisation of
notes and
resources

Bookwork,
scaffold
assignments,
research
clipping

LOWER LEVELS
Remember
Understand

YES
Collect info by
screen clipping
internet pages
and segments

YES
Use live
sharing
collaborate in
real time

NOT REALLY
Better suited
to collecting
resources, text
based writing

Adobe
Acrobat
Pro

Interactive
PDFs, Digital
Portfolios and
digital marking

Documenting
a process,
units of work,
interactive
worksheets

MID LEVELS
Understand
Apply
Analyse

NOT REALLY

SOMEWHAT
Could use
review tools to
send changes
back and forth

YES
Excellent for
presenting the
process of
creating

SMART
Notebook

Interactive
presentation
software

Interactive
presentations,
quizzes,
activity design

HIGH LEVELS
when used as
interactive
presentation
by students

SOMEWHAT
Capture info
pictures from
web, store
attachments

NOT REALLY

YES
Easier than
PowerPoint
present
creatively

Adobe
Captivate

Software
Simulation and
quiz creation

Interactive
presentations,
quizzes,
activity design

ALL LEVELS
Mainly
Understand
Apply
Create

NOT REALLY

NOT REALLY
Unless
creating group
presentation

YES
Show
understanding,
multimedia
presentations

Audacity

Record and mix
sound, add
effects, create
podcasts (mp3)

Radio
interviews,
news report,
ads, Podcasts

HIGH LEVELS
Analyse &
evaluate to
create a
podcast

SOMEHWAT
Could use to
record
thoughts &
ideas verbally

YES
Excellent to
assign roles for
radio
production

YES
Embed into
blog for peer &
real world
assessment

Adobe
Premiere
Elements

Create and edit
video and
mashups

Photo Stories,
short film
creation, news
style reports

HIGH LEVELS
Apply
Analyse
Evaluate
Create

NOT REALLY
Unless used to
capture
footage with
web cam

YES
Excellent for
assigning
roles,
teamwork

YES
Present to real
audience,
embed in blog
to share

Microsoft
Publisher

Templates and
tools for
document
publishing

Easy creation
of newspaper
articles,
brochures,
magazines

MID-HIGH
Apply
Analyse
Evaluate
Create

NOT REALLY

SOMEWHAT
Can bring
separate docs
as one

YES
Production of
professional
documents

Microsoft
Excel

Enter data into
cells, use
formulas, create
graphs

Organisation,
Working out
formulas,
creating
graphs

ALL LEVELS

YES
Investigate
cause & effect
scenarios

YES
Collate
individual
worksheets
into workbook

YES
The best
software for
presenting
graphs

Freemind

Mind mapping,
flow chart tool

Brainstorming,
Informal pretest, concept
organisation,

LOWER LEVELS
Remember
Understand
Apply

YES
Easy to map
out main
concepts of
information

SOMEWHAT
Could create a
group mind
map

YES
Incorporate
mind maps
into
PowerPoint

